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ACROSS
1. Newsman Smith
5. Gentle touches
9. Largest island of the Tuscan Archipelago
13. Japan's Prime Minister during WWII
14. Get ready to glow while lifting, maybe
15. Switch rival
16. Mindless copier
17. Dish in a lab
18. Drip schmutz everywhere
19. StubHub?
22. Apple Pencils, e.g.
23. Cuthbert of "The Ranch"
27. Jewelry worn by a demonstrator?
31. Actor Adam, or his dad Alan
34. David who played Bond
35. "Just sayin'," initially
36. Classic Valentine's Day gift
37. It'll never hold water
38. Smile from ear to ear
39. "A long, long time ___"
40. Run of the mill
41. Classic office plants
42. Wasp that's fast as lightning?
45. Falling sounds
46. 2020 word
49. Where James Harden keeps his money?
54. "Grand Ole'" performance hall
57. Hooting baby
58. Double negative?
59. It's quite a long time
60. Casino tools
61. Meat stamp letters
62. Dino with arms only one meter long
63. Adam's grandson
64. Mic check

DOWN
1. "Do it now!"
2. Kachina creators
3. Toss out
4. Toon with a stutter
5. See 55-Down

6. Resort in Utah's Wasatch Mountains
7. "Hamilton" antagonist
8. "BlacKkKlansman" Oscar-winner
9. Very rare
10. Corp. raider's takeover
11. Guitarist Scaggs
12. Chop
14. "___ Nerve" (Maria Gainza novel)
20. Hilderbrand nicknamed "Queen of the Beach Read"
21. Musk who founded The Boring Company
24. 6-Down habitué
25. Muscular stud
26. Bohr subject
28. Stuffed turnover
29. Line sung after "chicks," say
30. Two-in-one item that was high tech in the '90s
31. Keffiyeh wearers
32. Equip for use
33. Grassly hill
37. A perfect one is 1600
38. Fruit of an Asiatic palm tree
40. Ex-presidential candidate who was "just born to be in it" (um...)
41. Bandleader Kuti
43. Adam's apple spot
44. Lizards in witches brews
47. "Almost!"
48. Pours drinks, e.g.
50. Kevin who wrote "Crazy Rich Asians"
51. Nevada county or its seat
52. Workout tops
53. Exactly
54. Cereal grain
55. With 5-Down, spending allowance
56. Spreadable eggs
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